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                    Give the #1 Fishing Gift
                

                Bring months of excitement to anglers of all skill levels!

            

            
                
                    
                    Purchased as a gift for my husband for Christmas! He loves getting them every month, and says it was one of the best gift ideas I’ve had!
                

                	
                        
                    
	
                        
                    
	
                        
                    
	
                        
                    
	
                        
                    


                Available in 3 box sizes:

            

        

    


    
        

            
            	
                        
                            Regular
                        
                    
	
                        
                            Pro
                        
                    
	
                        
                            Elite
                        
                    



            
            
                                    

                        
                            
                                
                                
                                                                            
                                            The original box                                        
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                                        Mystery Tackle Box

                                        Regular

                                


                                	About $25.00 in value per box
	4 species options: bass, inshore saltwater, panfish & trout, walleye and ice fishing


                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                    

                                    Choose your gift

                                    
                                        Print at home or email directly to the recipient.
                                        Gift certificates can be redeemed for any available species.
                                        Free shipping in the US and Canada.
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                                                            3 months
                                                            

                                                                                                                            
                                                                    $57                                                                
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                                                            6 months
                                                            

                                                                                                                            
                                                                    $108                                                                
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                                                            12 months
                                                            

                                                                                                                            
                                                                    $198                                                                
                                                                                                                                                                                

                                                        
                                                    

                                                
                                            
	
                                            Looking for a single box?

                                            Free shipping on orders over $50. Some offers and discounts may not be available on single boxes.
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                                                        1 box
                                                        

                                                        
                                                    $19.99                                                
                                                        

                                                        Select species »
                                                    

                                                

                                            
                                        


                                

                            

                        

                    

                                    

                        
                            
                                
                                
                                                                            
                                            Most popular                                        
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                                        Mystery Tackle Box

                                        Pro

                                


                                	A great value for any angler!
	About $40.00 of value in each box
	5 species options: bass, multi-species, inshore saltwater, panfish & trout, walleye and ice fishing


                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                    

                                    Choose your gift

                                    
                                        Print at home or email directly to the recipient.
                                        Gift certificates can be redeemed for any available species.
                                        Free shipping in the US and Canada.
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                                                            3 months
                                                            

                                                                                                                            
                                                                    $84                                                                
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                                                            6 months
                                                            

                                                                                                                            
                                                                    $162                                                                
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                                                            12 months
                                                            

                                                                                                                            
                                                                    $297                                                                
                                                                                                                                                                                

                                                        
                                                    

                                                
                                            
	
                                            Looking for a single box?

                                            Free shipping on orders over $50. Some offers and discounts may not be available on single boxes.
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                                                    $32.99                                                
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                                            The best value                                        
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                                        Mystery Tackle Box

                                        Elite

                                


                                	Premium gear for all experience levels!
	About $60.00 of value in each box
	3 curated species options: bass, multi-species, and inshore saltwater


                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                    

                                    Choose your gift

                                    
                                        Print at home or email directly to the recipient.
                                        Gift certificates can be redeemed for any available species.
                                        Free shipping in the US and Canada.
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                                                            3 months
                                                            

                                                                                                                            
                                                                    $111                                                                
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                                                                    $216                                                                
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                                                            12 months
                                                            

                                                                                                                            
                                                                    $399                                                                
                                                                                                                                                                                

                                                        
                                                    

                                                
                                            
	
                                            Looking for a single box?

                                            Free shipping on orders over $50. Some offers and discounts may not be available on single boxes.
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                                                    $44.99                                                
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                    How gifts work
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					You

					Pick

					A Gift Plan
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					You get a

					Printable

					Gift Certificate
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					The recipient

					Redeems

					The gift and customizes their box
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					You become the

					Best Gifter

					This side of the Mississippi

				

			

		

	


    
        
            
                
                    
                        Reviews

                                                
                                                        
                                
                                    
                                    Just love getting a present every month it's great. U get new products to try get to send in pics of fish u caught get awesome tips and how to rig and use the baits all around outstanding gift thank yall                                

                                	
                                        
                                    
	
                                        
                                    
	
                                        
                                    
	
                                        
                                    
	
                                        
                                    


                            

                                                        
                                
                                    
                                    I have been a member for several months now and I have never been disappointed with my monthly box! I can change to other fish species that I like to fish from month to month and the tackle is always topshelf items. I get notified when the box ships out and daily updates till it arrives.                                

                                	
                                        
                                    
	
                                        
                                    
	
                                        
                                    
	
                                        
                                    
	
                                        
                                    


                            

                                                        
                                
                                    
                                    There’s not a better gift for a son (or daughter likely, I just have 4 boys….)! The lures! The stickers! The anticipation monthly! It’s Clark’s “Jelly of the month club”, “the gift that keeps on giving”. Seriously, so much fun and excitement to see monthly what he gets and opens, a variety of lures of things he uses and things he will try! We will definitely be using again! Hopefully someone buys a box for me! Hint hint wifey!!                                

                                	
                                        
                                    
	
                                        
                                    
	
                                        
                                    
	
                                        
                                    
	
                                        
                                    


                            

                                                        
                                
                                    
                                    Was given Mystery Tackle box by one of my son's. Best gift I've received and a long time. Especially that it's geared toward the type of fishing I do. Thank you, the anticipation is great. Feel like a 65 year old kid.                                
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					A great gift for anglers

					
						Everyone knows buying fishing gifts can be difficult. Anglers are very picky about their fishing equipment and if you don't know the ins and outs of what they fish and where they fish then you probably will get them the wrong lures. But who wants to settle for a gift card every time you want to give a fishing gift?
					

                    

					
						Mystery Tackle Box is the perfect gift idea for any angler. It's a fun monthly subscription that allows anglers to get fishing products in the mail every month that are perfect for their fishing style. When the gift recipient redeems their gift certificate, they can set up an account using their own fishing preferences so you don't have to worry about picking the wrong fishing present and everyone is much happier.
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						By Karl VonDibble

						Bassmaster Classic's Second All-Time Loudest Fan
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